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Record Access: Keys 

• When looking for an individual record, it is convenient 
to identify the record with a key based on the record’s 
content.  
• e.g., the Ames record. 

• Keys should uniquely define a record and be 
unchanging. 
• Primary key is the key that is used identify a record uniquely. 

• Records can also be searched based on a secondary key.  
• Generally, Secondary keys do not uniquely identify a record. 
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Sequential Search 

• Sequential Search 

– Look at records sequentially until matching record is found. 

– Time is in O(n) for n records. 

• Improving Sequential Search Performance with 
Record Blocking. 

– We learned in chapter 3 that the major cost of a disk 
access is a seeking time to the right location on the disk. 

– We can improve the performance by reading in a block of 
several records  record blocking. 

– But, the cost of searching is still O(n) 
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Sequential Search – cont’d 

• Sequential access has two advantages. 

– It is extremely easy to program. 

– It requires the simplest of file structures. 

• When is Sequential Search Useful? 

– ASCII files in which you are searching for some pattern. 
e.g., grep. 

– Files with few records (e.g., 10 records). 

– Files that hardly ever need to be searched (e.g., tape files). 

– Files in which you want all records with a certain 
secondary key values, where a large number of matches is 
expected 
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Direct Access 

• With direct access, we can seek directly to the 
beginning of the record. 

– Time is in O(1) for n records. 

• How do we know where the beginning of the 
required record is? 

– It may be in an Index. 

• discussed in a different lecture. 

– We know the relative record number (RRN). 

• E.g., first record has RRN 0, the next has RRN 1, and so 
forth 
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Direct Access by RRN 

• RRN is not useful when working with variable 
length-records. 

– The access is still sequential. 

– To get the record we want, we have to read 
sequentially through the file, counting records as 
we go. 

– Time is in O(n) 
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Direct Access by RRN – cont’d 

• However, with fixed-length records, RRN is 
useful. 

– If the records are all the same length, we can use a 
record’s RRN to calculate the byte offset of the 
start of the record relative to the start of the file. 

– E.g., RRN = 30, record length = 100 bytes: 

• Byte offset = 30 * 100 = 3000 
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Record Structure 

• For direct access, we have to fix the length of 
records. 

• There are 2 approaches for a fixed-length record. 

– Fixed-length Fields in a fixed-length record. 

• simple but problematic. 

– Variable-length Field in a fixed-length record. 

• more efficient use of a fixed amount of space. 
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2 approaches to field structure 
within a fixed length record 
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Record Structure – cont’d 

• Header Records 

– often used at the beginning of the file to hold 
some general information about a file to assist in 
future use of the file. 

– Useful to include information such as the length 
of records, the date and time of the file’s most 
recent update, the name of the file, and so on. 

– Help make a file a self-describing object 
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File Access and File Organization: A 
Summary 

• File organization depends on what use you want to 
make of the file. 

• Since using a file implies accessing it, file access and 
file organization are intimately linked. 

• Example:  

– though using fixed-length records makes direct access 
easier,  

– if the documents have very variable lengths, fixed-length 
records is not a good solution:  

– the application determines our choice of both access and 
organization.  
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